Signage options report
1.

Context / approach

Our approach to developing a custom set of signage solutions for a product such as the railtrail is to begin by
identifying a contextual basis that will inform our responses. An example of how this works in practice comes
from the work we did for the Bogong Alpine Way whereby the motif of bogong moth wings was used to initiate
the idea of creating overlapping planes to inform the signage design. This in turn was reflected in the eventual
gateway orientation signage and also to some extent in the shelter designs we produced.
The point to note here is that there is no desire here to have a visitor actually recognise the structure as a
Bogong moth motif, rather it is about grounding the design in a context so that creative responses can be
informed by this approach.

2.

Possible railtrail design motifs

In referencing both generic railway influences and also local contexts the following images and motifs struck as
as being of possible relevance to the project here at hand.
Of primary significance we rated the following three elements.
a. Railway tracks
Both the classic patterning of railway sleepers
underpinning the rails and the parallel tracks
converging on the horizon immediately stood out as
reference points of significance.

b. Semaphores
Due to its place as an iconic visual element grounded
in the railway experience and also as emblematic
instructional statements (stop, start, slow etc), the
railway sempahore was recognised as a primary
reference motif.

2.

Possible railtrail design motifs (cont’d)
c. The platform experience
Something which is easily taken for granted is the
defining visual role stations played in the heritage rural
landscapes. Allied to this, the sense of arrival at and
departure from a station was pivotal to the whole
railway experience.
In addition, cantilevered awnings help provide shelter
from the elements.

Of secondary significance we noted:

d. Curved arches
Both in its architectural context and also as a support
for tunnels, the arch is a recurring theme in the rail
story.

e. Architectural symmetry
The overall structural symmetry of the Yea waiting
room is evident in many design features including the
spacing of the doors to the waiting rooms.

f. Consideration of other local landscape
responses
We found the use of Cor Ten rusted steel scultpural
panels at Mansfield to be very strking and sympathetic
to the adjacent heritage rail setting.

3.

The pivotal signage design element: the orientation shelters

In developing design responses to these railway motifs to inform the signage ensemble, we recognise that
not all signage elements in the overall portfolio of requisite signage are of equal significance in determining the
overall signage product developed.
The first key consideration is to ensure that the strong design response is developed to the overarching key
design requirement. Once this is in place, this response then largely determines the responses needed to be
followed for the supporting elements of the signage ensemble.
For us the immediate design challenge in this project is to ensure that the main orientation signage structures
provide both a strong sense of arrival / departure allied to the capacity to deliver a significant body of
information content in a setting with at least some shelter from sun and rain.
We hence rate the resolution of a strong orientation shelter design response as the first order design issue. The
preferred option derivative from this process then directly informs the design responses needed for the other
elements of the signage ensemble.

Shelter option A

Shelter option B

Shelter option C

REFERENCE POINT:
Curved
arch motif, Surround bench referencing
platform edge.

REFERENCE POINT: Station symmetry,
surround bench referencing platform
edge

REFERENCE POINT: semaphore ,
surround bench referencing platform
edge

MATERIALS: Gal dipped, powder
coated steel posts / frames, metal roof,
timber surround bench

MATERIALS: Gal dipped, powder
coated steel posts / frames, metal roof,
timber surround bench

MATERIALS: Weather resistant steel
cut from single sheet, metal roof, timber
surround bench

DIMENSIONS: overall length of shelter 4600mm

DIMENSIONS: overall length of shelter 5200mm

DIMENSIONS: overall length of shelter

height to top of roof 3800mm panel arc width =
4000mm centre column panel1000mm square
surrounded on all sides by low bench 600mm wide
and 300mm off ground. Timber slats 75mm

height to top of roof 4000mmcentre column panels
1000mm square surrounded on all sides by low
bench 600mm wide and 300mm off ground. Timber
slats 75mm Gap between panel columns 600mm

4000mm height to top of roof 4200mm Landscape
infomration panel 2200*1100mm surrounded on all
sides by low bench 600mm wide and 300mm off
ground. Timber slats 75mm gap between panels
600mm portrait infomation panel 1800*1000mm

SHELTER 3

SHELTER 1

SHELTER 2

4.

Indicative costings for an orientation shelter
For any of the recommended options here we envisage a quality of finish
incorporating dominant structural elements into the design along the same
lines as the signage unit installed here at Watchbed Creek on the Bogong High
Plains. While snow loading is of course not an issue here the engineering of the
unit will need to ensure it takes account of the worst case wind loadings as may
apply across the region proposed for installation.
We envisage a likely unit production cost in the order of $20-25,000 ex GST ex
the factory would apply for any of the three options presented.
We recommend that no matter which option is pursued that a single prototype
unit is produced and installed in the first instance prior to considering any
volume purchases. (N.B. Overall it is likely that volume order savings will be very minimal as with

computerised tech drawings driving manufacturing systems in place one off handling and set up is a small issue that is then offset by having to handle and
store large volumes of materials both pre and post production.)

Additional costs associated with the unit would be preproduction expenses for the design of artwork for all
panels (est at $4,000 ex GST) engineering specs $3,000 ex GST, freight $1,000 and installation (est. at $5,000)
giving an approximate unit cost for the production and installation of a single unit at around $38,000 ex GST.

5.

Recommended option

Our recommended option of the three is option C based around the railway
semaphore. We consider this the one of the three with the strongest visual
connection to the railway motif. Upon elaboration we also found that it could be
enhanced by the inclusion of a structural cross beam panel that allows for the
presentation of the station name in a manner that further reinforces this railway
theme.

6.

Recommended orientation shelter materials
A feature of this display option is the use of weather resistant steel LyTen
HW350 (also commonly known as Cor Ten steel) to provide the end
structural panels. (This “rusted steel” is used in the scultural displays at
Mansfield Railway Station. )
For the orientation display duplicate sections
of this steel plate will be cut by water jet and
welded together to form a beam section. This
will ensure a very clean sculptural finish is
provided for the display as there is no welding
required to create the various arms of the
semphore structure.

Visitor orientation panel material requirements
The panels for the visitor shelters must be printed as full colour digital flat bed prints using at least a 5
colour print mode that includes printing white as a substrate and a print resolution of 1200*1200dpi to
ensure photographic image quality.
The essential quality of this process is that it prints the image directly onto the underlying aluminium
substrate just as the traditional screen printing proces does. This image is then protected by a clear 2
pack varnish finish to provide scratch resistance and graffitti protection.
There are a range of such varnishes available to the industry and top end signage firms commonly
invest in their own product testing of the various options both in terms of their light fast properties and
also their scratch resistance. As such the “best available” of these products tend to be commercial in
confidence, especially as the claims provided by the suppliers of these independent product items have
proven in the past to commonly fall short of expectations.
The use of digital prints such as solvent prints to acrylic which are then affixed to an aluminium panel is not an acceptable alternative.
While this is commonly used across the industry owing to the fact that it is much cheaper to set up versus a high resolution flat bed
digital print system, it results in a softer underlying substrate more easily damamged by vandals and also can have problems with
bubbling due to the differing expansion and
contraction of the acrylic and overlying clear
coating when when heated in sunlight.
The frame housing the panels must be a custom
designed unit that allows for the quick and simple
replacement of panels in the event of damage
and /or need to update. It must be stressed that
the vandal poff sign does not exist. Rather it is
about providing minimum reward for vandals to
ensure that they are discouraged from pursuing
their attack and also increasing the liklihood that
a single vandal attack will result in insufficient
damage to require the the signs replacement.
A section of the customised signage frame
moulding envisaged is shown opposite. Please
note that this moulding is not commercially
available but rather is a custom designed supplier
specific unit.
The frame unit and digital flat bed print panels
were used as an integral part of the Bogong
Alpine Way signage system solution.

7.

The station entry motif

The sense of arrival and “constriction” - of passing from a wide
open landscape into a defined “corridor” setting is one that is
essentially connected with the rail experience.
This is a very impotant motif to inform the signage ensemble
responses and landscape settings it can help to create.
It is essential that any encounter with either a trailhead station
site or else a subsidiary minor station focus on creating a sense
of both arrival and departure for the railtral experience - a sense
of having passed through a defined space that delineates an
otherwise open ended landscape.
To this end several issues need to be addressed. The first is that
signage elements need to be concentrated items that aggregate
signage content into a major units so as to ensure that they
make a clear functional statement of both arrival and also of
reassurance / reward that underpins an otherwise open ended
transit experience. Given the fact that many station sites have
no extant buildings at all, the signage ensemble must stand as
the structures that recreate this sense of arrival and departure.
In other settings where buildings remain the signage must
reinforce this motif.
Additionally the signage elements must be sufficiently “self
sufficieint” so as to either be used as stand alone elements
which can be installed with minimal or no supporting landscape
architecture response, or else included as part of a more
considered and intensive landscape solution.

7.

The station seat

A key element of the station entry setting is the construction of a custom designed seating element. The design
above specifically references a platform edge while also providing a key piece of infrastructure in the form of
bike racks that can be used as either front mount for the handbars or esle reverse mount with the seat being
supported off the ground.

This is direct example of the approach outlined above whereby signage elements must seek to aggregate a
range of uses into the one structure so as to create significant elemetns rather than a diaspora of separate
insignificant structures. In this case the bike rack solution has been combined with a seat facilitiy and together
they create the element that stands opposite the orientation shelter so defiining a corridor that people pass
through to mark out the the expereince of entering / leaving a station.

The seat unit is 3000mm long and 1200mm high with bays for 5 bikes. The construction material is weathered
steel with the scultpural shpae cut by water jet from a single panel. When joined as an I beam these two
sections then can also creeate the bike rack. Special plastic fixtures on the metal help protect the bike frames
against direct contact with the steel.

8.
The blade signs and emergency trackpost
markers
The blade signs are derivative from the materials approach flowing from the
recommended semaphore design that references the weathered steel element
used at Mansfield railway station.
Two sizes of these signs are envisaged.
The larger sign:
will be a custom manufactured unit 2400mm high by 400mm wide with the base
support materials comprising weathered steel and the infomration content panels
being printed folded aluminium sections that sit within the frame structure in such
a way as to be easily replaced on a modular basis as required.. Water jet cut out
motifs will be included in the lower section of the sign.
The prime purpose of this sign is to provide signifiacnt wayfinding and visitor orientation inofmration as people
travel along the trail. The sign unit can also be used as a standalone interpretive sign at isolated key features
demanding an interpretive response outside of the station setings. Production costs ex GST for the panels are
$3210 ex GST which drops to $2850 if 5 or more are ordered. Additional costs for engineering is $600 (one
off) $200 for the artwork layout on specific orientation panels. When used as an interpretive sign artwork costs
would be $500 / sign.

The smaller sign:
will be made from prefabricated I beam section 150mm wide and stand 1506mm high. These are the emergency
marker panels required for location every kilometre. They will use the same aluminium printed and folded panel
sections as the larger unit to convey the relevant infomration. These also are quickly and simply replaced if
neccesary. Order of 10 or more panels involve a unit production cost of $710 ex GST per sign. Design cost layout
on 10 signs would be around $250 ex GST. A one off engineeering cost of $300 would also apply.

